Join Mark & Annie David from The Cooking Experience on this fantastic 7 night culinary holiday in Crespina, Tuscany...

A slice of Pisa

• 22 September 2018 • 7 nights •

An Exclusive Cooking Experience

The Cooking Experience was created by Mark and Annie, 18 years ago in rural Suffolk and has become well known throughout East Anglia and beyond. It’s quite simply; fun, Inspirational and confidence building with no nonsense cooking and easy-to-follow recipes. This trip to Tuscany is sure to be what good food is all about. Mark trained in hot kitchens in Yorkshire and London and worked for Egon Ronay and Robert Carrier. Annie worked for the BBC in Radio Drama and now runs the administration and booking “Engine Room” of the Cooking Experience while Mark does all the talking!
Join us for a week of pure delight at Villa Crespina, relaxing and sampling local produce in the stunning Tuscan hillside. There will be opportunity to source your own ingredients in order to prepare sumptuous meals during the week and improve upon your culinary skills on the way.

Crespina is a frazione (hamlet) in the comune of Crespina Lorenzana, in the Province of Pisa in the Italian region Tuscany. It is located about 60 kilometres (37 miles) southwest of Florence and about 20 kilometres (12 miles) southeast of Pisa. It is only 25-30 kilometres (15-18 miles) from Livorno, Pisa (airport) and the closest beaches.

What’s included

- Return Flights from London Gatwick
- Return Transfers from Airport to Villa
- 7 Nights Self Catering Accommodation (only 6 double rooms and 1 twin room available)
- Some local Ingredients supplied

£899pp based on 2 sharing

A slice of Pisa
Villa Crespina is an elegant liberty-style building with annex situated in the Pisan hills 1 km from the village of Crespina. On clear days, from the house, you can see the distant profile of the leaning tower of Pisa. The house offers an excellent level of comfort both in its interiors, which are well equipped and nicely furnished, as well as outdoors, with pleasant outdoor areas and various equipped areas. Because of its professional steel kitchen with service for 20 people and dock station, table linen made to measure, complete with all utensils, 3 refrigerators and 2 ovens this spacious property is an ideal choice for The Cooking Experience to show you a slice of Pisa. In the villa there also is a study with library and a billiard room on the second floor. In the garden there is an L-shaped pool, a SPA with Jacuzzi, a sauna and fitness equipment. Pool towels are provided. The use of the villa for the week includes 2 hours maid service (from Monday to Saturday, for tidying up of bedrooms and bathrooms) and gardener. There is a Laundry room with washing machine, wash basin and drying area.
Initially we will collect names and a £250 deposit per person for this trip on a first come, first served basis as numbers are strictly limited to 14 guests sharing 7 rooms.

Please call Mark or Annie on 01473 827568 to reserve your places.